
MECHINE 
 
mechine mechine 
you make your way  
Onto my  scene and  
We Stream we stream we stream 
mechine 
  
(from screen to stream you type what I 
mean) 
 
mechine mechine 
you become 
part of my scene  
I get Typed into your meme 
Mm Mechine 
 
( whispered scream in a hybrid dream) 
 
Tossed into your meme  
A cypher in your dream   
A whisper in a scream 
A hybrid bbb being.  
 
(In the age of the screen you take what I 
mean) 
 
mechine mechine 
You take what I mean and  
make me a meme 
In the age of the screen 
mechine 
 
You make me 
 
Mechiiiiiiiine 
I see you through my screen 
You take me down hallways like a dream 
Your messages always seem  
to to! 
 
mechine mechine 
you make a play out of our scene and  
we  stream we stream  
we stream mechine  
  
(Type in-screen to becoming your meme) 
 
 
 

mechine mechine 
you become part of  my scene 
I m a hybrid scene 
In a typed up meme  
mechine 
 
(super me in a hyperbeam) 
 
Tossed into your beam 
A cypher I'm a meme 
A symbol on a screen 
A hybrid scene! 
 
(you take what I mean and make me a 
dream) 
 
mechine mechine 
You take what I mean and  
make me a dream 
In the age of the screen 
mechine 
 
You make me 
 
Mechiiiiiiiine 
You see me through my screen 
You take me down hallways like a dream 
Your messages always seem  
to to! 
 
You! 
You put me on a line 
You spin me into time 
You put me on a line 
Spin me into time! 
 
Mechine we stream we stream we stream 
we stream we stream we stream we stream 
We stream!  Mechine! 
 
(I’m a hyperstream in a whispered scene) 
 
This twisted dream 
Is a whispered scream 
you spin my world to a cipher green 
Mechine 
 
(ageless bits in a cypherscene) 
 
 



Tossed into your beam 
On ageless bits we stream 
A whisper in a screen 
A hybrid being! 
 
(In the age of the screen you take what I 
mean) 
 
In a hybrid dream 
you take what I mean and  
Make me a dream 
In the age of the  screen 
Mechine 
 
(You Meme me u stream me 
You Meme me u stream me) 
 
As a Whispered scream in a cipher dream 
To our Friends and lovers and bits under 
cover 
And a Cypher dream in a whispered scream 
Our pieces release to the Unknown others 
 
Friends and mothers who flow under cover 
To those who we share our relates and 
discovers  
Our hates and none others 
U meme us u stream us 
And make us all others  
All others 
 
All others 
Oooww  rrrooppow 
 
As a whispered scream in a cypher dream 
To our friends and lovers 
And bits undercover 
 
Friends and mothers who flow undercover 
To those who share  
Our relates and discovers 
 
 
 


